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Letter from Director of HR 

 

Dear Delegates, 

 

I'm thrilled to welcome you to AUSMUN 2024! 

 

My name is Malek Bachir, and I proudly serve as the Human Resources Director of 

AUSMUN 2024. Firstly, I must extend my deepest gratitude to my AUSMUN 2024 team. 

Their unwavering dedication and tireless efforts have been instrumental in bringing this 

conference to life. Equally, I'm grateful to each one of YOU for selecting AUSMUN as your 

platform to hone your skills and amass invaluable experience. 

 

The high standard of professionalism our conference consistently achieves is a testament to 

the relentless dedication of our teams. Year after year, they strive to push boundaries, setting 

benchmark standards and ensuring our delegates always receive an unparalleled experience. 

My hope is that AUSMUN 2024 becomes a cherished memory for each one of you. 

 

As someone who once stood where you will stand soon, I remember the blend of excitement 

and anticipation. I recall my first speech, the trembling hands, and racing heart. However, the 

support I received and the skills I gained have been pivotal in my journey. Embrace every 

moment here. Mistakes are but stepping stones to learning. Grasp every opportunity to speak, 

debate, and connect. The skills you'll develop, especially public speaking, can unlock 

countless doors in the future. I genuinely hope that by the conference's close, you depart not 

only with newfound skills and cherished memories but with lifelong friendships. 

 

Please refer back to this handbook if you have any questions or would like any clarification. 

Also, feel free to contact me through email at humanresources@ausmun.com. 

 

I wish you the best of luck! 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Malek Bachir  

Director of Human Resources  
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SECTION I: Human Values of MUN  

 

The United Nations’ core values have undoubtedly caught the eyes of the world due to its 

promise to ensure the complete welfare of citizens while maintaining global peace. Model 

United Nations is an ideal way to pass these values on to the youth by providing them with a 

simulation of the  United Nations. MUNs give the younger generation a platform to voice 

their opinions and hone their communication skills while practicing research, teamwork, and 

peace-keeping. Moreover, students get to appreciate the role of the United Nations through 

practical experience.  

 

AUSMUN is no exception. Since the first-ever conference held in 2006, AUSMUN has 

grown from being a small group of university students into one of the largest MUN 

conferences in the Middle East. This year marks the 17th anniversary of the journey.  

 

The committees and agendas have been thoroughly chosen by the Executive Board to ensure 

maximum relevancy and participation within the committee sessions. The board will always 

remain committed to leveraging its commitment to maximizing the quality of the conference 

for all the delegates. A complete list of the committees and their topics can be found on our 

website.  

 

SECTION II: General Information about AUSMUN2024 
 

a. Conference Flow 

 

The main objective of an MUN conference is to debate the topics at hand and draft 

meaningful and plausible resolutions. The flow of a typical conference is as follows:  

 

1. Moderators open up the General Speakers List (GSL), where delegates are given the 

floor to express their country’s general opinion on the issue.  

2. Delegates then introduce topics for Moderated Caucuses to debate more specific 

subtopics as opposed to the general opinions in the GSL.  

3. After debates within the Moderated Causes, delegates may commence sessions of 

Unmoderated Caucuses. Here, delegates move into informal sessions to discuss 

solutions amongst each other to draft resolutions as a collective bloc.  

4. The resolutions within the committee are then debated, along with amendments 

brought forward by the delegates.  

 

A more detailed guideline can be found within Section V.  

 

SECTION III: Preparing for the Conference 

 

Before the conference, preparing yourself by conducting adequate research is of utmost 

importance. This is a three-fold process:  

a. Understanding your country  

b. Understanding your committee 

c. Understanding your topics 

 

The best place to begin is by religiously reading through the conference material - this 

delegate handbook, as well as your committee background guide. Once you have understood 

how the conference works and what exactly you have to do, you can begin your research.  



 

a. Understanding your country 

 

The most important point to remember before and during the conference is that a delegate is 

not representing their personal opinions, but their country’s opinions. The role of the delegate 

is to defend their country’s stance, which might include situations where you are forced to 

suggest an action you may disagree with.  

 

The starting point of researching your country is to learn more about its history. This allows 

you to comprehend the ideologies upon which your government forms its laws and foreign 

policies. Additionally, you may come across historical events which may have relevance to 

your topics.  

 

Some questions to consider and note down answers to while researching: 

● Who are your country’s allies in terms of both politics and trading? Are there any 

countries that yours does not get along with? Have there been any adversities in the 

past?  

● What type of government does your country have?  

● How is the country’s current economy, and of what is the future potential for 

economic development? 

● How has your country responded to overarching issues in the past? 

 

Such questions will then guide you toward further research or forming arguments during 

committee sessions.  

 

Another tip to keep in mind: try to expand your research beyond just a simple Google search 

- head to your nearest library or explore scholarly articles online to attain more reliable 

information. Wikipedia is not a reliable source! 

 

b. Understanding your committee 

 

Committees are established under very specific mandates under which they operate. 

Researching how your committee functions enables you to formulate better solutions to the 

topics at hand. You can also go into more detail about past international action that has 

already taken place by the committee on relevant situations.  

 

c. Understanding your topics  

 

This is where you should spend the majority of your research time - understanding the topics 

at hand. Make sure you completely understand what the topic entails, fully understand the 

keywords relating to the topics, and know all the key players and key events in the timeline.  

 

Make sure to organize your research well in advance - as this will serve as your guide while 

debating during committee sessions. This could be either digitally or physically. 

 

d. Tips from the AUSMUN2024 Board 

 

● While researching, type out your notes. This will make sure you understand your 

research and don’t just have a bunch of links to read through while you are debating 

your delegates.  



● Highlight, bolden, or underline the important points to make them easier to find while 

debating.  

● Make sure to include all the links to the sources in your notes in case you get fact-

checked! 

● Feel free to print out your notes if you prefer physical notes.  

● Brainstorm moderated caucus topics and operative clauses for your resolutions before 

the conference - this would alleviate some of the pressure of coming up with topics 

and solutions on the spot.  

 

SECTION IV: POSITION PAPERS 

 

a. What is a position paper? 

 

A position paper is a brief document that states the views of a delegate’s country concerning 

the topics at hand. The process of writing a position paper is essential to ensure well-rounded 

research before the conference. You get the opportunity to understand your country’s position 

on the topic, and its relation to the topic, as well as put forward suggestions.  

 

A sample position paper can be found in the appendix.  

 

b. Structure 

 

You cannot begin your position paper without adequately researching the topics. Once you’re 

ready to begin, here is the structure to be followed:  

 

Header 

 

The header of the document states your country, your committee name, as well as the school 

or university that you represent.  

 

Introduction 

 

As any formal paper is written, your position paper must begin with a brief introduction to 

the committee, your country, and the two topics assigned. Each topic should start with a title 

numbered with a Roman numeral, followed by the following segments: 

 

Body  

The body of the position paper should be divided into two equal segments, each segment 

discusses one of the two topics assigned to your committee. Both segments should start with 

a title numbered with a Roman numeral followed by the following three parts, for which you 

do not need to create subheadings:  

● Background:  

This part should occupy roughly 25 percent of your paper. It should state a comprehensive 

background about the topic, the past actions taken by the global community and the United 

Nations, and the current situation of the matter. It is advisable to collect and summarize 



important and specific information in this section on your own instead of picking lines only 

from the background guide.  

● Country’s Position:  

This part should occupy roughly 50 percent of your paper. It should state your country’s 

position on the topic, as well as what direct or indirect role it plays towards it. You may also 

state any past actions that your government has taken, current actions being taken, or stated 

plans for actions in the future to solve the issue in question. You may also discuss domestic 

law, foreign aid, and international conventions wherever applicable. All countries within each 

committee have been chosen wisely. Your research about your country and its policies will 

provide sufficient aid in formulating your stance on the topic.  

● Possible Solutions:  

This part should occupy roughly 25 percent of your paper and is certainly the most 

entertaining, and productive to read. It is the part in which you can stand out as a delegate 

and perhaps flex your problem-solving and diplomatic skills. If you were able to state the 

specific problems within your topic and your country’s position, then you should be able to 

propose solutions to your committee.  

Your solutions must always align with your country’s foreign policies and, obviously, be 

meaningful and realistic, in the sense that they are applicable with respect to the mandate of 

your committee. You can propose certain compromises regarding foreign policy when 

devising solutions, but be mindful of how far you go with it. A simple way to keep yourself 

in check is to ask yourself the question “Would I get fired for this?” every time you want to 

compromise on foreign policy.  

 

 

c. Guidelines 

 

● Position papers should be no longer than 1100 words (excluding bibliography), in 

Times New Roman font, at 12 pt. Single-spaced, 1-inch margins, and justified 

paragraphs.  

● The paper should address both topics provided in the background guide almost 

equally.  

● The paper should be entirely original. Plagiarism is not tolerated within our 

conference and will reflect poorly on you. 

● Your position paper may serve as your opening speech; however, it is not strictly 

necessary. It is also encouraged that the paper is reformulated into a more concise 

speech due to the time constraints of speech time. 

● Avoid presenting another country in a negative manner. 

● Avoid undiplomatic comments about another country. 

● Avoid providing statistics without explaining their significance. 

● Double delegates should submit only one position paper. 

 

d. Submission 



 

● Submit to: Your Moderators (Email on the background guide), by January 10, 2024  

● Include in the header your institution and the country that you represent (as mentioned 

above). 

● Name the file “AUSMUN24_PP_(Committee Name)_(Country Name)”. Example: 

“AUSMUN24_PP_UNICEF_United States”. 

● The position paper should be submitted in .pdf format. 

 

e. Plagiarism + Credible Sites to Use 

 

Plagiarism refers to the use of others’ words and ideas without clearly acknowledging the 

source of the information. This is a great offense and is not tolerated by AUSMUN. Every 

position paper submitted will be run through plagiarism checkers, and any similarities found 

will have serious consequences. The same applies to resolution papers.  

 

All delegates should respect the intellectual property of any document and refer to its source 

if the document is not the original work of the delegate. A position paper of a certain country 

is written with the presumption that it is a policy statement directed by the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of that country. Hence, sources that belong to that country need not be cited. 

However, any other source should be cited in the text. 

 

Some credible sources for position paper citations are mentioned below: 

 

● UN Official Website: http://www.un.org/en/index.html 

● The CIA World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world- 

factbook/ 

● World Bank: https://www.worldbank.org/ 

● Amnesty International: https://www.amnesty.org/en/ 

● BBC News: http://www.bbc.com/ 

● Governments Official Site 

 

f. How to write/research for your position paper 

 

The best place for you to start your research is the background guide for your committee. 

Within this, you will find information about your committee, the context of the topic, the 

advancements in the topic, and the current action being taken. After going through the 

document, you can build on it with the research of your own. You should also look further 

into the treaties, conventions, agreements, and actions mentioned in the background guide to 

include in your position paper.  

 

As you know by now, the most important thing to keep in mind is that a delegate is always 

representing their country. Conducting in-depth research about your country’s position with 

reference to the topics will give you an all-rounded knowledge of the county’s policies, past 

actions, collaborations, and future plans.  

 

SECTION V: Rules of Parliamentary Procedure 

 

During committee sessions, moderators will intermittently ask whether there are any points or 

motions on the floor, upon which you can raise your placard and state one of the points and 

motions mentioned below.  



 

a. Points 

 

Point of Personal Privilege 

This point is raised when a delegate is uncomfortable with the surroundings of the room or is 

feeling unwell. Some examples where this can be used include when a delegate cannot hear 

another delegate well or want to adjust the room temperature. This is the only point that can 

interrupt a speaker and does not require a vote.  

 

Point of Information 

This is used when a delegate needs clarification on a point brought up by another delegate. 

This must be phrased as a question and not as a simple statement. It does not require a vote.  

 

Point of Order 

This can be raised when the Dias has made a mistake or when a rude or factually incorrect 

statement has been made. This does not require a vote.  

 

Point of Parliamentary Inquiry 

When a delegate wants to inquire about the rules of procedure being conducted during formal 

committee sessions, they can raise this point. It is addressed to the Dias and does not require 

a vote.  

 

b. Motions 

 

Motion to Set the Agenda 

This is usually the first motion used in committee sessions to set the agenda for the 

committee by determining the order of the topics. You can state the motion by declaring 

which topic you would prefer to be debated first. This requires a simple majority vote to pass.  

 

Motion to Open the Speakers’ List 

This sets the official general speakers’ list for the committee. To first determine the order of 

the speakers’ list, delegates must raise their placards, after which they can send a note to the 

Dias to be added. This does not require a vote.  

 

Motion for a Moderated Caucus 

This motion is set forward by a delegate who wants to open a specific speakers’ list to discuss 

a certain subtopic. While motioning for a moderated caucus, the delegate must mention the 

duration of the moderated caucus, the topic to be discussed within the moderated caucus, and 

the individual speaking time. This motion requires a simple majority vote to pass.  

 

Motion for an Unmoderated Caucus 

This motion is a request to allow the delegates to informally discuss amongst the other 

delegates without supervision. This gives you an opportunity to debate and negotiate without 

the formalities. An unmoderated caucus is usually raised after the committee has debated 

during moderated caucus and expressed their opinions. It requires a simple majority vote to 

pass.  

 

Motion to Move into Voting Procedure 



This motion ends the debate on any topic and allows the committee to move directly into the 

voting procedure. This requires two speakers for and two against. It requires a simple 

majority vote to pass.  

 

Motion to Recess  

A motion to suspend the meeting allows the committee to break from formal procedures for a 

while. This is only entertained by the Dias during the end of a committee session before a 

planned recess. It requires a simple majority vote.  

 

Motion to Adjourn the Meeting 

This is only entertained by the Dias at the end of the conference as it brings the committee 

sessions to an end. It requires a simple majority vote.  

 

c. Yield 

 

At the end of a speech, delegates yield any remaining time to the following: 

 

● Yield their time to the Chair. 

● Yield their time to questions.  

● Yield their time to another delegate.  

 

d. The flow of committee session 

 

i. Opening Speeches (GSL) 

 The beginning of the committee session begins with opening a list of 

speakers for the General Speakers’ List. Here, individual delegates 

speak openly about the topic at hand and state their country’s views on 

the same. They can also mention the solutions they would like to put 

forth. Speakers have a specific individual speaking time, which if not 

elapsed, can be yielded. The GSL concludes when the total time 

allocated has elapsed, and the committee can then move into a 

moderated or unmoderated caucus. Delegates can motion to extend the 

GSL, and come back to the list in between moderated and 

unmoderated caucuses.  

 

ii. Moderated Caucus 

The delegate who motions for a moderated caucus must allocate a total 

speakers’ time, an individual speakers’ time and a relevant subtopic for 

the delegates to discuss. There is no set speakers’ list like a GSL, but 

instead, delegates must raise their placards when the previous delegate 

is done speaking.  

 

iii. Unmoderated Caucus 

These are informal sessions of discussion among the delegates. 

Unmoderated caucuses are used to form allies and work together in 

order to write resolutions. Delegates must motion for an unmoderated 

caucus mentioning the total time.  

 

b. Online conference rules 

 



i. Use a laptop - not a phone or other devices to attend the conference 

sessions 

ii. Keep your microphone muted until you are permitted to speak 

iii. Keep your camera on during the whole session 

iv. Use the “Raise Hand” feature to join a speaking list (general speaking 

list/moderated caucus speaking list) 

v. If you raise your hand up, you are responsible to lower it down 

vi. Chairs will recognize delegates in the order in which they raise their 

hands 

vii. Use your microphone to state your presence status during the roll call 

(present, present, and voting, abstaining) 

viii. Use the Yes/No buttons to vote on motions 

ix. Ask your moderators to place you in a breakout room during 

unmoderated caucus (Coalition/groups breakout rooms are available as 

well as secret peer to peer rooms) 

x. Refrain from typing in the chatbox while another delegate is speaking 

to avoid disrupting the speech 

xi. Please make sure to listen to your moderators for any and all 

instructions regarding the logistics of Zoom 

 

 

SECTION VI: Resolutions 

 

a. What is a resolution? 

 

A resolution is a document that contains the solutions to the issue that a specific committee is 

discussing. They are initially referred to as a draft resolution until it passes the voting 

procedure. This is what you should be working towards during the committee sessions - a 

resolution is a reflection of the quality of debate throughout the conference. Moreover, you 

should keep in mind that the resolution, i.e. passed draft resolution, is adopted by the entire 

committee by majority or consensus which enforces the spirit of diplomacy and dialog that 

should be respected by the delegates. 

 

A draft resolution can be found in the appendix. 

 

b. Writing a resolution  

 

Typically, resolutions are written during unmoderated caucuses of the committee sessions. 

Delegates can move freely and discuss ideas to reach mutual solutions for the topics being 

discussed.  

A draft resolution should have main submitters, sponsors, and signatories.  

 

Main Submitter 

The main delegate in charge of drafting the resolution should be mentioned as the main 

submitter of the resolution. Each resolution should only have two main submitters.  

 

Sponsors 

All delegates that are involved in the drafting of the resolution should be mentioned as a 

sponsor. The exact minimum and maximum number of sponsors depends on the committee 

size, you may ask your Dias for the number.  



 

Signatories 

A signatory is not involved in writing the resolution, however, wants to see it being 

discussed, either because they are for or against the clauses. You can be the sponsor of a 

resolution even if you are the main submitter or sponsor of another. There is no maximum 

number of signatories for a resolution, but the minimum number depends on the size of the 

committee.  

 

c. Voting  

 

Once a draft resolution has been submitted and discussed, the committee moves into the 

voting procedure. AUSMUN allows multiple resolutions to be passed within the same 

committee as long as none of them is in contradiction to each other and to the sponsors’ 

foreign policies. This means that you can vote for a resolution if you agree with it, even if 

you are the main submitter or sponsor for another. 

 

d. Preambulatory and Operative Clauses  

 

The resolution follows a certain format, with one of the unique features being the use of two 

distinct types of clauses, namely, Preambulatory Clauses and Operative Clauses.  

 

Preambulatory Clauses 

These clauses mainly discuss any relevant past event, statements by the United Nations 

Secretary-General, past United Nations resolutions, and other related material. 

 

Operative Clauses 

These clauses propose solutions in order to reach a final resolution in which the issue is 

resolved. 

 

Some examples of preambulatory clauses and operative clauses can be found in the appendix. 

 

 

SECTION VII: Amendments 

 

You might agree with the overall resolution but have some objections to certain clauses with 

the resolution. In such a case, you have the option to propose an amendment to a specific 

clause. Once a draft resolution has been presented, chairs will ask whether there are any 

amendments on the floor. After an amendment is submitted to the Dias, it might be either a 

friendly or an unfriendly one. 

 

a. Friendly  

 

A friendly amendment is one that is approved by all the sponsors of the resolution. This type 

of amendment passes right after the sponsors’ approval. Please note that amendments 

addressing grammatical errors are always considered friendly amendments. 

 

b. Unfriendly  

 

An unfriendly amendment is one that is disapproved by at least one sponsor of the resolution. 

Such an amendment requires a speaker for the amendment and another one against it. After 



speakers are done with their speeches, the committee moves into voting upon the 

amendments and a simple majority is required for it to pass. 

 

SECTION VIII: Awards 

 

One last point that you need to consider for the conference is having a well-established set of 

soft skills. Throughout the conference, you should be giving many speeches, working and 

debating with other delegates in order to draft resolutions of good quality. Therefore, public 

speaking, diplomacy, critical thinking, and teamwork are no less important than the research 

you conduct and your awareness of the rules of parliamentary procedure. 

 

With regards to the awards provided, please note the following for the particular committees: 

 

All committees with the exception of the Security Council: 

● Outstanding Delegate  

● Distinguished Delegate  

● Honorable Mention 

● Best Research 

● Best Speaker 

 

United Nations Security Council committees: 

● Outstanding Delegate  

● Honorable Mention 

● Best Research 

 

Some of the points that are evaluated positively towards winning an award are the following: 

➔ Delegates actively raise their placard at every available opportunity, bringing 

something new to the table and expressing a point regarded as insightful, unique, and 

of high quality. 

➔ Delegate represents his/her country’s foreign policies accurately.  

➔ Delegates maintain professional language at all times. 

➔ Delegate is dressed in the utmost formalism and appropriateness at all times. 

➔ Delegate shows a deep understanding of the topics. 

➔ Delegate is a team player who compromises and takes into consideration all other 

delegates’ points without compromising his/her country's foreign policies and 

principles. 

➔ Delegate contributes to the flow of debate significantly. 

➔ Delegate diplomatically works and thoughtfully with other delegates. Delegate uses 

his/her speeches to guide the committee during formal sessions. 

 

Some of the points that are evaluated positively towards winning a Best Research award are 

the following: 

➔ Position Paper follows the correct format provided in the Delegate Handbook. 

➔ It provides a proper and brief introduction to the committee. 

➔ It provides high accuracy of the information; viability of solutions suggested; well-

supported arguments 

➔ It uses diplomatic language. 

➔ It uses a correct and proper structure and flows with clarity, cohesiveness, grammar, 

and spelling. 

➔ It is original writing. Plagiarism is not tolerated and is heavily penalized. 



 

SECTION IX: Code of Conduct 

 

In line with the Terms and Conditions provided during the registration for AUSMUN, 

delegates are reminded of some of the following points as part of the general Terms and 

Conditions: 

● Delegates must maintain professional behavior at all times amongst themselves, towards 

the advisors, the Dais, and the Executive and Advisory Board; 

● Delegates must refrain from profane and inappropriate language; 

● During the committee session, the use of cell phones, laptops, tablets, and other electronic 

devices are only permitted for conference-related purposes; 

● Male and female delegates must be dressed appropriately and formally throughout the 

conference. Short skirts and jeans are not permitted, and male delegates are to be in full suits 

or the UAE’s national attire while addressing the committee (tie, shirt tucked in, suit pants, 

suit jacket, and formal shoes); 

● Note passing is strictly for conference-related purposes, passing notes containing anything, 

not within the scope of AUSMUN is strictly prohibited; 

● Taking pictures or video recordings of other delegates without their consent is prohibited as 

per the UAE Cybercrime Law No.5 of 2012; 

● The use of personal pronouns during committee sessions is not permitted. 

 

  



 

APPENDIX  

 

a. Sample Position Paper  

 

 



 

 

 



 



 

 
 

b. Points and Motions  

 

 



c. Sample Resolution 



 

d. Preambulatory and Operative Clauses 
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